What a Flirt
P R O D U C T

R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S

LINGERIE
Wear something sexy! If you feel good, you are more likely to move things to the bedroom with your partner. Put on something that gives you confidence and makes you
look and feel HOT! Start with your undergarments, put on that lace bra that makes you
feel like a model or that pair of panties that makes your butt look good. So how does
it translate that into flirting? By taking pictures, of course! We do not suggest sending
nudes with your face in them, but there are lots of tasteful and sexy ways to send a
suggestive photo without showing too much. Get creative and have fun with it!

SEX GAMES
Sex games and coupons seem like silly gag gifts, but really, they’re great tools for flirting
and spicing up your sex life. Tear out one of those IOU coupons, write a little note to go
with it, and slip it somewhere it’s sure to be found. When your partner sees the IOU, they
will smile and know that you are thinking about them and what you plan to do to them
later that night!

APP-CONTROLLED TOYS
App-controlled toys, like the ones from We-Vibe, are a fun, spicy way to keep the
connection alive between you and your partner. We-Vibe has a plethora of toys that
pair to their We-Connect app; from that app, you can do all sorts of pleasurable things.
Try giving control of your toy over to your partner. Let them warm you up and show you
what’s waiting when you get home. As long as both partners have the app on their
phones, and connect to Wi-Fi, then you can play with each other anytime, anywhere!
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About Velvet Box
At Velvet Box, we offer a safe and warm retail environment for you to explore so you can get the excitement and
connection you deserve. Check us out online or visit one of our 5 DFW-area locations today.
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